
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
is a spearhead of Southern Freedom Movement 

BY LERONE BENNETT JR. 

WHEN, in calmer times, men come to write the history of our raucous 
era; when they seek the cry that called a New Left, the rasp that 

twitched the nerves of Negro youths and the image that convulsed 
American campuses; when they try to set down in words once and for 
all the forces that pushed America to a desperate confrontation with 
herself, it seems likely that they will devote a considerable amount of 
attention to the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee which has 
emerged within the last year as a major force of the Freedom move
ment, to the dismay of many persons of power- not all of them white. 

A product of the sit-in movement which it, in part, led and a major 
force of the New Left which it inspired and, in part, leads, the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating CommitteP-abbreviated S1 CC and pro-
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Canvassing for potential voters in Hatt iesburg, ~lbs., Johnny \Vaters ( I. ) tries to 
persuade a >keptical prospect ( above ) that voting is key to power and fr<.-ed om. 

nounced SNICK- is the most radical, the most controversial and per
haps the most creative of all civil rights organizations. Strictly speaking, 
however, SNCC is neither an organization nor a civil rights movement. 
An organization in revolt against organization, a formless form, SNCC 
is a revolutionary action agency dedicated to the proposition that racism 
is only one symptom of a deeper sickness at the heart of our society. 
By establishing toeholds deep in Black Belt hells and by carrying th.e 
revolution from door to door (see pictures this page) in a unique in
depth approach to community organization, SNCC has raised funda
mental questions not only about Negro rights but also and perhaps more 
significantly about the meaning of leadership, education, and democ
racy in American life. Raising these questions in and through action, 
SNCC has created a radical, non-compromising climate which has ex
erted continuing pressure on civil rights organizations. 

Tough, abrasive, and avowedly revolutionary ( in a nonviolent way), 
SNCC has played a large and unheralded role in a quasi-revolution it 
wants to make "a real revolution." SNCC was primarily responsible for 
raising the whole issue of "One i\.•lan, One Vote" in Black Belt areas of 
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi. It also helped to create scaffolds 
of revolt in Selma, Albany (Ga.) and other focal points of the struggle. 
Beyond all that, SNCC has infused new life into the Freedom move-



ment by creating new forms (the ~lississippi Freedom Democratic 
Party, statewide legro studen t organizations, sharecroppers unions, 
Freedom schools). No other civil rights group has been so endlessly 
inventive in local organization; nor has any othPr group grown so fast. 
From a nucleus of sixteen ex-students in 1961, SNCC has grown into a 
direct-action giant with a budget of almost Sl million and the largest 
field staff of any civil rights organization. From S CC headquarters on 
the edge of downtown Atlanta, the organization's Secretariat (Chair
man John Lewis, Program Secretary Cleveland Sellers, Executive Sec
retary James Forman ) d irects a staff of 200 organizers, most of them 
Negroes, most of them Southern-born, almost all of them former col
lege and high school students who have adopted rebellion as a profcs-
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Thlnklnc the Idea through, weighing the danJ(cr>, prospect scratchc> his head . \\'aters 
redoubles his efforts, points to the need for self-assertion on part of Nt•groc>. 

sion. Agitators for equality, S CC practices equality. All members of 
the staff are members of the policy-making Coordinating Committee 
which elects the executive staff and executi\e committee. 

Though structured, SNCC is more a secular religious order than an 
organization. On entering the group, one resigns, in a manner of speak
ing, from society; and almost everything SNCC people do or say is de
signed to reinforce or reflect a willed distance from a society almost all 
SNCC people consider rotten to its very core. S CC staffers want to 
transform American society. They are critical of the acts and values of 
the middle class- egro and white. Detached from a society which 
they reject, living on subsistence wages of $~0 a week, scorning the ties 
of family and conven tionality which stay the arm of the adjusted, S CC 
workers are full-time rebels with a flaming cause. 

Who are these rebels? 
What do they want? 
How do they intend to get it? 
The SNCC rebels, to take the flrst question flrst, are intense, nervous 

people who know the insides of many jails, people who have seen the 
bottomless cruelty of man, people who have seen their best friends 
beaten to pulp and killed, people who have been tested, who have 
looked on death and despair a long, lonely time. il lost are veterans of 

Converted by the persbtencc and the dramat ic c•amplc of tlw SNCC youth, pros
pect yicld.s and signs canvas>ing sheet. SNCC concentrate' in Black Belt areas of 
South, stresses grass-roots organization and development of indigenous leadership. 



i\1 ississippi." 
In the SNCC view, it is evil for a leader to manipulate people and 

tell them what to do. What is required, they bel ieve, is "a waiting for 

S~CC's philosophy of leadership is grounded on its deep faith in 
people. SNCC beJie,·es that leadership is specific to the situation and 
that one does not ha,· articulate, college-educated, or clean in 
order to exercise it. 'We believe," John Lewis says, "that the leader is 
one w 10 s 1ould emerge from particular situations and problems. SNCC 
people say the press creates leaders in America. These leaders have to 
have certain characteristics. They have to be articulate, college edu
cated. Then you are a leader, as long as you keep in line. But SNCC 
people are saying that even the people in \1ississippi must emerge as 
leaders. They must be able to speak for themselves." 

This is not, it should be noted, an intellectual pose. Bob Moses, who 
became famous as leader of the \1 ississippi Project, left the state and 
changed his name ( to Parris) because too many people knew his name. 
"i\ l y position there." he said, "was too strong, too central, so that peo
ple who did not need to, began to lean on me, to use me as a crutch." 

1 C's position on leadership is a direct criticism of the entire civil 
rights movement. "We are in revolt," John Lewis says, "not only against 
segregation but also against the type of leadership, the so-called old 
guard leadership. where you have had a select few to speak for the 

egro people and to make deals. No one person can be picked, no one 

Absorblnc violence, SNCC leader John Lewis fall. to ground after atta<:k by stall' troopers who stopped first attempt to march from Selma to Montgomery. SNCC made first 
large-scale penetrations of Albany, Georgia, and Selma. Organization also played large role in focusing attention on conditions in Black Belt enclaves in the South. 

the motion of the people, a working with them to the point where they or anization can be picked to speak for the e r 
can develop a program." Bob Parris, the philosopher-poet of the eo le be allowed to spea - an eci e for themselves. Even the civil right~ 

hat we have egun o earn an are trying to ex- movement must become democratic." 
plore about people is how they can come together in groups, small Leaders With contempt tor leadership, organizers who despise im-
groups or large groups, and talk to each other and make decisions about posed organization, heroes with contempt for heroism, SNCC staffers 
basic things, about their hves .... Our problem with people who might find it necessary to spend a great deal of time disputing the view that 
want to do this ... is that they would first think that in order to •o to they are the James Bonds of the civil rights movement. Bob Parris has 
peop e and get them toget er, t 1ey wou d have to have something for said that the SNCC staffers are "very afraid of the people in the South 
them to talk about. So they would have to have a program to carry to and that they have had to fight and struggle against [it ]." He added: 
them or they would have to have somethmg to or!(amze them around. "But suppose, then, that they had no choice, that is they can, through 
But it doesn't turn out to be true, from our experience. You could in many d ifferent ways, see that their backs, so to speak, were against the 
he North, in the ghettos, get together 10 or 20 people and out of their wall and they had to move within that fear. And then suppose that 

~ gcthng together and giving them a chance to talk about their maln what they are trying to do is explore how to move within the boun-
problem would come programs that they themselves decided on, that daries of fear and that what they've got to learn about fear is that it 
they thought about. If that happened and began to happen around para lyses you so that you don't move-you don't do what you think you 
tTic country, that would be the b ·y to spreading some of the thmgs that should, be it to ask a question or take a person to register. And sup-
have happened in the South to the rest of the country." pose also about the \1ississippi people that they're not heroes and that 



we're not heroes, that we're trying very hard to be people and that is 
very hard. If anything what we're trying to do, or have to do, is to see 
how you can move even though you are afraid." 

Making few compromises with themselves, S CC staffers refuse to 
accept compromises from others. This has led to no end of hard feeling 
within the civil r ights movement where SNCC has repeatedly de
nounced the "realistic" policies of allies. 

SNCC refuses to play the game. It h'ls consistently condemned ges
tures and conciliations. It was cool toward the 1\ larch on \Vashington 
and brgely hostile to the Selma-to-Montgomery march, both of which it 
considered gestures largely without context and content. 

The intransigence of S CC staffers stems not only from the pains 
they have suffered but also from their peculiar vantage point. Ha\'ing 
made themselves into sharecroppers and laborers, viewing life from 
that vantage point, SNCC staffers believe, with Jean-Paul Sartre, that 
truth is the perspective of the truly disinherited. "When a man has 
risked his life to vote," Prathia Hall says, "you can't offer him anything 
less than what he needs and be relevant." 

In the rhetoric of Neg.ro leadership, it is permissible to ask for the 
whole cake with the understanding that the white man will give only 

S CC's objective is a fundamental change in the social, economic, 
and political structures of America. How does it propose to achieve 
this objective? By creating "pockets of power" outside established in
stitutions, by organizing and stimulating local or indigenous move
ments. by going to the people and sharing their agony and their danger 
and their hope. "Our job," Lewis says. "is to help educate, help pre
pare people for political action. O;.tr job is to organize the unorganized 
into a vital force for radical, social, economic, and political change. Our 
job is to create what I like to call pockets of power and in fluence, where 
the people can say, 'This is what I want and need.'" 

In pursu it of its objectives, SNCC sends workers (field secretaries) 
into backwoods areas to live with the people and to show them a new 
way of living and a new way of resisting. Field secretaries live wherever 
the}' can find a bed. They share the food, the dangers, and the priva
tions of the people. Talking to the people in poolrooms, in kitchens, in 
cotton fields. in bars, they win their confidence and begin the slow and 
painful process of developing "indigenous" leadership. Day after day, 
they knock on doors and urge Negroes in Black Belt counties to assert 
themselves, to organize, register, and vote. Many doors, in the begin
ning, are slammed in their faces. But the SNCC field secretaries keep 

Spreadlnr love, SNCC workers conduct Freedom School in yard of ~!ississippi home. SNCC, which w cw out of sit-in moveme nt, attracted national attention with organiz., tion, in 
1964, of Mississippi Summer Project and Mississippi Freedom Democratic P.trty. More political th.m most civil rights ~troups, SNCC organizes communities " in depth." 

a slice, if that. But when S CC asks for the whole cake, S CC wants 
the whole cake and is prepared to create nonviolent havoc to get it. 

What d istinguishes S CC from other civil rights organizations is its 
tough, power-oriented, wholistic approach. The moral issue, it be
lieves, cannot be realistically separated from the political and economic 
issues. Nor, it believes, can Selma be divorced from Sai on or Santo 
Domingo. More an more, m recent mont s, NCC has taken the lead 
i(l deommcmg Amencan foretgn pohcy 111 Africa, Asia, and Latin 
Amerjea.._ 
- At the same time, there has been a shift in S CC's position on non· 
violence. S CC still champions nonviolence as an offensive tactic, but 
few S CC staffers believe that getting themselves clobbered on the 
head will change either George Wallace's policies or his morals. "Since 
the founding of S CC," Lewis says, "there has been a great deal of 
debate on nonviolence. The d iscussion now is perhaps at its highest 
peak. The majority of staff people accept nonviolence as a tactic and 
technique. That's all we require of people." 

coming back, and a man here or a woman there throws caution to the 
wind and invites them in. Slowly, painfu lly, dangerously, SNCC work
ers sow the seeds of assertion and humanity, giving men, women, and 
little ch ildren the courage to defy sheriffs, nightriders, and the organ
ized power of the state. 

Deep in the America nobody wants to see, S CC staffers have 
learned a great deal about themselves and about others. The organiza
tion's whole program, in fact. is a reflection of experiences paid for by 
blood and pain since the sit-in movement. Organized in October, 1960, 
at a conference of sit-in students on the campus of Atlanta University, 
SNCC concentrated in the beginning on lunch counter desegregation. 
"But we soon discovered," Prathia Hall says, "that that was not where 
it was at. Then we went into the Black Belt with voter registration. 
The people there couldn't eat at lunch counters because they were only 
making twenty-th1·ee cents an hour. T hat was where it was at." Start
ing with a Bob Parris-inspired project in 1\f ississippi in 1961, S CC 
shifted its emphasis from hamburgers to political power, using voter 



James Forman, 36, executive secretary, is oldest member of three-man Secretariat 
(executive secretary, chairman, program secretary) of the organization. Forman 
is a former Chicago teacher who resigned hi> position to enter Freedom Movement. 

REBELS WITH CAUSE continued 
registration as a tool to reorganize communities and re-structure them 
around new axes. In out-of-the-way places, without trumpets, the 
original sixteen clawed toeholds and hung on. They went from one 
fi lthy jail to another, from one shack to another-and as they moved. 
singing, their numbers grew. By 1962, there were some 150 dedicated 
field secretaries. 

The longer SNCC struggled, the more it learned, and the more at
tention it attracted. But it suffered from inadequate public relations (a 
term SNCC staffers loathe, preferring the omnibus "communications" 1 

and the tendency of white reporters to lump the organization with 
King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference. SNCC acq uired 
llJllh visibility for the first tjme in the summer of 1964 with the org~1i
zation of the Freedom Democratic Part FOP ) which challenged the 
bona fides of the lily-white Democratic Partv in a me ee t at almost 
stopped the Democratic convention. The Atlantic City confrontation 
~as;=in some respects, a turning point for SNCC which has always dis
trusted people who wear ties and eat three large meals a day. ( " If 
you're comfortable," SNCC staffers say, "you're out of it." ) When na
tional civil rights leaders suggested that FOP accept a compromise of 
two-at-large seats, SNCC exploded. Its anger has not yet died down. 
"All these people," John Lewis said, "said they were su ortin us but 
at the eleven! our t ey sa1 they cou IN no fmther It was an eye
opener, a si n of the men standin u and the bo s sitting down." 
Prathia Hall adds: "( Atlantic City ) indicated to some o us that you 
cannot get too close to the power structure and expect to change it. 
So that's why some of us are guarding against being absorbed by the 

Cleveland Sellers, 20, program secretary, coordinates field programs in South. Sellers 
quit Howard University and joined S ·cc, has been told that he is the "young
est executive in America." SNCC staff members work for subsistence wages. 

Establishment. We want to be outside the Establishment. We speak 
from that vantage point." 

Operating outside the Establishment, on the uncharted frontiers of 
power, S CC has moved to the forefront of the Freedom movement. 
Mississippi, which is criss-crossed today with a beehive of indigenous 
political and economic movements, is a tangible testimonial to the 
group's community organization concept. SNCC workers are now fan
ning out over Arkansas, Alabama, and Georgia, in a series of Black 
Belt projects modeled loosely on the successful Mississippi Project. 
The organization is also making experimental probes in urban centers. 
Bob Parris is developing an urban project in Alabama. Even more 
important perhaps is SNCC's first foray into the North with the organ
ization of a community center in Chicago. 

Program Secretary Cleveland Sellers says SNCC will continue to 
stress political and economic issues and the development of local lead
ership. S CC will also press, he says, the Mississippi Freedom Dem~ 

ocratic Party's challenge to the lily-white Mississippi D emocratic 
Party. 

SNCC's vision for the future transcends voter registration. What the 
organization is trying to do is to create new communities and new men. 
"What we are trying to do," Sellers says, "is to make people important 
and necessary again." Sellers adds : "The idea of S CC will always be 
with us. SNCC is a moving force in this country, a force that has only 
people and the interests of people at heart. We're raising basic ques
tions about our society. We're trying to get people to see that when 
you talk about civil rights you have to go deeper than hamburgers, 
deeper maybe than even the vote. You have to go really deep into the 



John Lewis, 25, ch.1irm.m, ;, ll.•pti't pread1cr .md 'ctcran of 'it-in' and Frct·dom 
Rides. An action a!(t'nt·y, Sl\ CC h.l> no memhers. Coordin.tling Committee (rough
ly llo.1rd of Director,) h comrx"<'d of entire st.lff of some 200 'egrocs and "hiles. 

whole thing about relationships. That's what makes S CC unique. I 
don't think any other organization wants to deal with these basic things. 
I think we h:n·e to go e' t'n further, howe,·er, to be most unique. 
\ Ve'rc try ing to lind ways now so we ean deal with man :~s man. l>e
cnuse he is u:ho he is, :tnd not in terms of money or his f:tther's back
ground." 

Although SNCC has fa~hioned a formidable instrument, it is far 
from perfect. As Howard Zinn pointed out in the excellent book, SNCC: 
The New Abolitionists, S CC is not "scrupulously well-organized ; 
letters may go un:tnswered, phone calls go unreturned, meeti ngs start 
late o r never or without agenda~. It is so quick to act that it often does 
not stop and plan a<:tions cardull~ to get the mo•t Yaluc from them. It 
does not take t•nough time to "ork out long-range strategy. It is not 
groomed in the nict•tics of public relations .... It exasperates its friends I 
almost as often as it harrasses it~ enemies.'' It should be noted , however, 
that a great deal of this disorganization is organized. S CC staffers tend 
to see structure and organiz:1tion as hypocrisy and they are determined 
to defy the iron law of organization which says th<1t the more an organ
ization wins the more con sen ative and bureaucratized it becomes. 

Will success spoil S CC? 
This question is discussed often nowadays by SNCC staffers who 

are grappling with two major problems-one internal, the other ex
temal-~temming largely from the organization's success. The internal 
p roblem revolves around the relations between Negro staff members 
and the large number of whites who gravitated to the organizat ion after I 
the successfu l .t-lississ ippi strike. Some whites with special skills have 
drifted into lcadcr~hip po~itions to the dismay of a large number of 

Here's how you can help 
e Get together with others where you I ive or 

work. Talk about your common problems. Find 
ways that you can work together to help people 
gain a voice in the decisions that affect them. 

e Money. SNCC needs it. "Subsistence" salaries 
often go unpaid. People have to eat. Send 
contributions to: SNCC, 360 Nelson St. S.W., 
Atlanta, Ga., 303 13. - .. 



Philosopher-poet of organization, Bob Parris, developed ~l i ssissippi project. Par
ris" ideas on leadership and "participatory democracy" ( the concept of direct par
ticipation by the people) have influenced the entire non-Communist left in U. S. 

In new Atlanta office, j ack Menses, research director, organ izes files. Organiza
tion has research staff of seven who provide field staff with detailed pictures of 
power structure of local communities. SNCC also has large printing office. 

Betty Garman coordinates fund-raising, 
interpretative and a(·tion efforts of 
Friends of SNCC in North and Canada. 

No. I exhibit, Fannie Lou Hamer, is one 
of several powerful local leaders devel
oped in Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia. 

Communications Dlr. julian Bond drama
tized SNCC program in recent race 
for Georg ia House of Representatives. 

Freedom Democratic Party (FOP) is product of ~li"issippi Project. FOP, one of 
most creative efforts of Freedom movement, is challenging legitimacy of white party. 

REBELS WITH CAUSE continued 

Negro staff members who say the organization must be "black-led, 
black-controlled, and black-dominated." At the last general staff meet
ing, John Lewis and other leaders took the position that "whites must 
consent to let Negroes run their own revolu tion without being alarmed 
at the sacrifices and difficulties involved." SNCC leaders say "the 
majority" of the white staff understand why "black domination is a 
must," but the issue is fa r from settled and it is potentially explosive. 

Beyond all that, SNCC is threatened by dangers without. Powerful 
forces-not all of them white-are alarmed by the growth of the or
ganization and SNCC staffers believe they are organizing to crush it 
by isolating SNCC from the direct-action coalition (SNCC, SCLC, 
CORE ) and by waving the "red" Bag. SNCC is not now, nor has it 
ever been, an un-American organization. But its refusal to impose a 
loyalty oath on staff members has g iven critics a weapon which 
they have been using with increasing effectiveness . To disarm critics, 
friends have urged the organization to issue a routine "public relations 
statement" denouncing Commu nism and Communists. SNCC, so fa r, 
has refused, citing the SNCC answer that ends all arguments-"lt 
would be dishonest." 

Battle-oriented, SNCC has Aeet of radio cars. Organization has continuing ed ucation
al program for staff members who learn how to operate radios, bu>iness machines. 



At Mount Beulah School, in Edwards, Mississippi, SNCC >taffers part icipate in train
ing session fo r Missis.•ippi youth who signed up for projected "Freedom Corps." 

"\Ve have a positive program of nonviolent direct action," Executive 
Secretary James Forman says. \Ve stand on our affirmative program. 
We don't ask people what they are. We don't have a security check 
or a loyalty oath." 

The external pressure is likely to increase in the coming months. Can 
SNCC keep its soul and its effectiveness? ,Pob Parris says "the coming 
mo t 'al. We've been hated for a long time in the South, 
but we ~~~~ ~'l~ go to the North an e eroes. ow we may find 
ourselve T I d destroyed in the North. We have to prepare 
ourselves for that. Somebo y may have to be ploughed under. But, 
after all, that's what a revoluHon means." 

And revolu tion, a nonviolent revolution, is what S CC means. 
SNCC, John Lewis says, intends to go the distance. "We're going to be 
consistent with what we consider right. \ Ve're going to be honest. W e 
are t~;hat we are. \Ve are not the Students for a Democratic Society. 
We are not the Salvation Army. \Ve are not the American Friends 
Service Committee. \Ve are an organization, yet a movement of people 
with different backgrounds, ideas, hopes, aspirations, work ing for a 
just and open society. We are the Studen t onviolent Coordinating 
Committee." 

'"~ \ ' . ' .. 

In Jackson, Mississippi, otlict of SNCC->upportcd Council of Federated Organiza
tions ( COFO). Lome Cre.s discus>e> organization·, battlefield-l ike operation> near 
po.ter (of a rrest>, incidents) which dramatizes dangerous life she has chosen to live. 

Stopplne trafllc in Chicago's Loop, SNCC's Chicago director 
Fanny Rushing ( r.) and SNCC >upporters >prawl in street. 

SIICC sloean, "One Man, One Vote," dominates p lacard carried by Selma dcmon>trator. Chainnan John 
Lewis >ays SNCC is "a >park to begin the llamc for ba>iC >OCial, c"<:ouomic, ami political changes." 
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